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AN ARTWORK FOR AN AGE OF ANXIETY
AND AYAHUASCA

The forty-year-old London-based artist Haroon Mirza has made a name for
himself as a brainy manipulator of sound and light, which he marshals to produce
installations and elegantly jury-rigged sculptures. His works bristle with
recondite influences and ideas: chaos theory, Minimalist art, nineteen-seventies
club culture, experimental music composition, and all manner of electrical and

auditory geekery, which spring from his background as both a d.j. and a designer.
Often, his works seem to be the product of a hyper-intellectual tinkerer, who
relishes his time at the soldering bench as much as he enjoys producing
unexpected conceptual and auditory resonances.
Recently, Mirza has added a new item to his tool chest: psychedelic drugs. In
2015, he made a collection of electro-etchings (produced by running a strong
electrical current through an object placed on a copper plate, creating a shadow
image that recalls pseudo-scientific Kirlian photography of “auras”) featuring an
array of psychedelic plants and fungi. Last year, he made sculptures that double
as grow boxes for psychoactive sacraments such as the peyote cactus, which is
used in the ceremonies of certain Native American tribes. For his newest and
most ambitious psychedelic project, “ããã—Fear of the Unknown remix,” which is
currently on view in Lisson Gallery’s new Tenth Avenue project space, Mirza has
focussed his attention specifically on ayahuasca, the hallucinogenic brew that has
been used for divination by indigenous tribes in the Amazon basin since time
immemorial, and now attracts spiritual seekers the world over. (Ariel Levy
reported on the ayahuasca craze for The New Yorker last year.)
Mirza had his first encounter with ayahuasca while on a two-month artist’s
residency in Brazil, and he cooked up the initial iteration of “ããã” for the Saõ
Paolo nonprofit art space Pivô, in the summer of 2016. The work’s current
iteration, a scaled-down “remix” of the original, consists of four flat-screen
monitors facing an array of speakers, which are wired to a pulsating, blue-andred L.E.D. array on a planter containing a small specimen of Psychotria viridis,
one of the two principal plants used in the preparation of ayahuasca. The bassheavy sound that pumps out of the speakers is produced by the electrical
impulses used to power the L.E.D.s, which have been calibrated to provide the
plant with optimal lighting conditions for its growth, creating an enveloping,
rave-like atmosphere.

One of ayahuasca’s main
effects is to untether thoughts
from their normal, linear flow.
Instead, consciousness skitters in
all directions at once, like a glob
of mercury hit by a hammer,
producing unorthodox
connections that nevertheless
seem to have self-evident
significance to the person
experiencing them. Alternatively,
it can seem to transform the
brain into an antenna, tuned to
receive huge downloads of
information from the cosmos.
The footage on the installation’s
video monitors plays at
replicating these altered states of
consciousness. Video clips, many
of which have been pulled from
the Internet, fly by at a dizzying
pace, seemingly beamed in from
the heart of our tumultuous
present: video lectures on
theoretical physics; anti-Brexit
satire; game play from Grand
Theft Auto; YouTube clips made
by fringe-science cranks; news
footage of the New York Stock
Exchange during the financial crisis; a computer simulation of 9/11; press
briefings during the impeachment of former Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff;
planets spinning in the vast vacuum of space; and, of course, a photograph of
Donald Trump, angrily stabbing his finger in the air. To make matters even more
psychedelic, many of these images and videos have been post-processed through
Google’s DeepDream, a program that spits out visualizations of the “dream”
images created when it attempts to identify the content of images that are fed
into it. These images have been likened to the hallucinations experienced by
humans under the influence of drugs like ayahuasca, and, in a fittingly trippy
associative leap, have led computer scientists to speculate that the artificial
neural network that runs DeepDream may mirror the structure of the human
visual cortex.

Though “ããã—Fear of the Unknown remix” is deeply rooted in our present
moment—Mirza has said that he remixed the video footage as a response to the
election of Trump—it is equally concerned with our future, and the agents of both
order and chaos that are straining to reshape the world. The forces of chaos are
evoked in the video with anxiety-producing force: runaway technological growth,
global political corruption, the gathering storm of political and religious
extremism, and a media landscape littered with a motley array of conspiracypeddling crackpots, snake-oil salesmen, and boot-licking spin doctors. Mirza also
deploys allusive juxtapositions to suggest that there are additional forces of order
at work that are subtle, and perhaps not fully of this world. In one particularly
telling sequence, he has overlaid a rotating view of Earth from the International
Space Station with a mandala-like representation of an unimaginably complex
eight-dimensional structure known as E8, which has been theorized by the
theoretical physicist Garrett Lisi, among others, to be the fundamental
mathematical structure of the universe. As a voice explains Lisi’s theory, another
monitor plays a clip of a Shipibo shaman performing a holy song that is sung
during ayahuasca ceremonies, in front a traditional fractal-patterned textile
woven to reflect the geometric visions seen under the influence of ayahuasca.
It is a common adage among scientists that the more one learns about the
universe, the greater its mysteries become. Similarly, the altered states
experienced through the ingestion of psychedelics provide far more questions
about the nature of consciousness, and about the nature of reality itself, than it
does answers. (Those who assert otherwise are most likely selling something.)
Instead of providing some kind of certitude—about reality, about politics, about
our individual and collective fates—Mirza leaves us teetering on the precipice of
the unknown. In the face of this howling abyss, he asks us, do we cower in fear?
Or do we make peace with our ignorance, expand our minds, and soldier forth all
the same?
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Google’s DeepDream is a pattern-recognition program that trains artificially intelligent
machines to see faces and objects. Images processed by DeepDream have iridescent
scales shimmering and swirling over their surfaces, as doglike eyes and snouts cluster at
points of attention. While Google promoted the program as a way to make art, the
computer-generated images leaves little room for human creativity. But Haroon Mirza has
bent it to his own ends, incorporating DeepDream’s distortions in ããã – Fear of the
Unknown remix (2017), a hypnotic, eighteen-minute audiovisual installation. Still and
moving images flicker across four broad, flat monitors, as a trippy beat generated by a
pulsating electrical signal rasps through eight speakers, arranged in a witchy semicircle.
In his visuals, Mirza aligns DeepDream with the psychotropic plant Ayahuasca: shamans
chant, and one in swim trunks spits coconut juice on a tourist. A live plant sits in a pot to
the left of the monitor. In one of the work’s funnier moments, snapshots of street-side
sewer drains alternate across the monitors. The indentations in the sidewalk look like
eyes, the drain itself a yawning mouth. Their appearances onscreen are accompanied by
an audible drone, as if they’re moaning. The human mind, like computers, has its own
mechanisms for seeking out familiar patterns; Mirza has us thinking of art as a drug,
heightening and intensifying that effect through his own brand of ritual mumbo-jumbo. —
Brian Droitcour
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aroon Mirza experiments with light, sound, electricity and other natural elements to create
otherworldly compositions that manifest as kinetic sculptures encompassing installations, and
mutable performances. Though Mirza earned his B A in Painting and rawing at the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago and BA in ine Art Painting at the inchester School of Art in 2002, an
inclination for music and understanding the pragmatics of acoustic space led him to pursue a masters
in esign Critical Practice and Theory at Goldsmiths College in London. e soon became fascinated
with prototyping and self-governing systems, which in turn took him toward I engineering. This
ourney was one of trial and error filled with electrical shocks and minor explosions, resulting in
smooth integrations of LE lights with vintage speakers, wires and bare cords, exposing the intimate
connections between seemingly discrete ob ects. Several works incorporate copper, the raw material of
printed circuit boards. i e Li ert Caps (Solar Powered LED Circuit Composition 2 ) (2015) and Li ert
Cap (Solar Powered LED Circuit Composition 27) (2015), for example, run solar energy through liberty cap
mushrooms printed on circuit boards, creating reliefs. In recent years Mirza's work has garnered
commendations, such as the Calder Prize in 2015, and the Nam June Paik Art Center Prize in 2014.
Most recently, Mirza has been working on a large-scale public sculpture for Ballroom Marfa, which will
be unveiled in a group exhibition in March 2017. The semi-permanent commission, The Stone Circle,
references man-made historical monuments and their connections with the earth. Through a
combination of black marble, solar panels, and generated sound and light waves, the work encapsulates
his interests in physical interference and cosmological consciousness. The London-based artist has also
been preparing for his first solo show in Canada at Vancouver's Contemporary Art Gallery, titled
Entheogens (13 January - 19 March 2017), which means: 'generating the divine from within'. The
exhibition will present new commissions as well as ããã, an eight-channel installation produced at São
Paulo's PIVÔ residency in 2016. The show also introduces psychotropic plants to Mirza's oeuvre,
lending an air of intangible possibility to the materially grounded work.
Ocula talked with Mirza about his upcoming show, and the connections between his compositions and
the cosmos.

I've worked with organic materials before quite a lot, mainly water and ants. I've also worked with
plants before, but not in any great detail. I've always been interested in organic matter, material, and
organisms because of their chaotic, unpredictable and autonomous nature, and also as a metaphor for
other things - water and the sound of water is quite interesting because it produces white noise. Ants
are chaotic systems, so you can create truly chaotic systems from using natural material. But then, on
top of that, I've used a natural material constantly in my work over the last 10 years: electricity.
Electricity is also a natural phenomenon, which we kind of think we control but we don't really.
Electricity is completely chaotic.

The most recent piece I developed with ants was called Pa ilion or ptimisation (2013). To talk about
the ants in the work, the term 'optimisation' is a mathematical reference to a kind of logic. So for
instance, satellite navigation systems use optimisation algorithms, which they derive from ants. Ants
find a food source and use pheromones to communicate where that source is in relation to their nest,
and then find the shortest route from the nest to the food and communicate that. That method of
communication and of finding the shortest route is also how navigation systems work. And it's similar
with water. If you think of a window when it's raining, you get the little droplets of water coming down
a window. The water works as a whole to create the shortest routes, and then other particles of water
can oin and follow the same route. It's partly to do with gravity as well, but there is sort of this
optimisation logic that takes place, which is chaotic but controlled. So there is that tension in nature.
Chaos theory itself is about those sorts of structures and logic in chaotic systems, like patterns,
recognition, and microcosms. These are really exemplified by fractals, like in geometry. ractals kind of
work their way back round to psychedelics and entheogens, because they're a part of what's more
commonly known as entoptic phenomenon, which is commonly what's seen when you ingest
psychedelics or you have endogenous-altered states of consciousness. hether it's induced by
psychedelics or by other natural means - stress to the body, for instance - that's the first stage of
psychedelic experience: images of geometric patterns and fractals.

The first thing that led me to psychedelics was ust being a teenager and doing LS . Taking acid as a

The first thing that led me to psychedelics was ust being a teenager and doing LS . Taking acid as a
kid, that was my first interaction with psychedelics. Then it kind of went away and I sort of made sure
to not really take drugs and concentrate on other things. But I know full well those kinds of
experiences have had a profound influence on my aesthetic and theoretical taste, specifically the
aesthetics of audio or the timbre of sound that I adopt in my work. It predates going to Brazil, but that
trip did lead me to ayahuasca.
My interests lie in consciousness, and how consciousness relates to scientific endeavours: what we
know about the physical world and universe, and how that doesn't make sense in terms of metaphysics
and consciousness, because we don't understand consciousness in scientific terms. But we claim to
understand it through either religion or other forms of spiritual engagement, whether it's yoga, Vedic
traditions or more westernised traditions of spiritual practice, or these mind-altering substances or
practices that do the same thing. It's the same effect. It's not a proven thing, but it could be argued that
a high-level effect of yoga is MT releasing in the mind, which is the same as meditating or other
spiritual experiences. It's linking these metaphysical and physical things, which are what we know
about the world and the universe. But what oins these two together is consciousness, and that's the
crux of my interest.

That's a funny one, because those words literally refer to ob ects that are in the piece. There's a speaker
that's branded an 'Adam' speaker and there's another that's branded 'Eve' - they're kind of similar
marketing schemes. Then there's a little LE device that is called a O. So 'the others' are ust the
other speakers in the installation, but at the same time they set up this sort of narrative that has all
these references. It's a two-fold thing. It's about the real, everyday reality of the physical, reductionist,
materialist world that we live in, which we sort of have to accept somehow to come to consensus. But
then it also refers to this metaphysical, spiritual world that we don't really have any access to. e're not
allowed legally to take a plant out of the ground and ingest it we literally don't have access to this
other world, or other level of consciousness.

There are various processes that are going on. The caps of the mushrooms are placed onto the copper
and release spores to reproduce, so you get prints that are the fingerprint of the mushroom. Some are
done like that, some are electro-etched. Through the mushroom you run a negative charge, and you
complete the circuit with a positive charge on the copper so the moisture in the mushroom will
actually oxidise on the copper itself. That can be quite beautiful, and specifically beautiful with the
peyote cactus and the San Pedro cacti. A lot of the titles refer to what they look like, so there's one that
looks like a cosmological nebula, and one that looks like a comet. Sometimes the titles are ust
descriptive of what they are - some of the mushrooms refer to constellations.

es, there's a sort of cosmological narrative in there - this relationship with cosmology, ritual, and
psychedelic experience that kind of collapses. That's identified mostly in Dec 2 a work included in the
Contemporary Art Gallery show , which is a representation of an astrotheological idea.
Astrotheologists are a group of people who believe that many religions are tied to celestial events. One
of the most famous is the astronomical event happens every 21 ecember: inter Solstice. If you look

es, there's a sort of cosmological narrative in there - this relationship with cosmology, ritual, and
psychedelic experience that kind of collapses. That's identified mostly in Dec 2 a work included in the
Contemporary Art Gallery show , which is a representation of an astrotheological idea.
Astrotheologists are a group of people who believe that many religions are tied to celestial events. One
of the most famous is the astronomical event happens every 21 ecember: inter Solstice. If you look
up at the sky on 21 ecember, you will see Orion. Orion's Belt has been known throughout history as
the Three ings, and also referred to as the Three ise Men. Southwest of that is a very bright star
called Sirius, which is in the Canis Ma or constellation. If you make a line from the three stars of
Orion's Belt to Sirius and continue that line to the horizon, on that point is where Virgo and the sun
both rise. Astrotheologists believe it was the personification of this event that led to lots of religious
ideas. Nativity, for example, is apparently based on this: the Three ings in the story follow the
brightest star in the sky, and then the Virgin Mary gives birth to the Son. hen you personify these
celestial ob ects, the story and the myth grows.

It's pronounced 'ahh,' like you're thinking about something. It's a funny one, because it's playing with
typography. This has more to do about typography and syntax, typography and its relation to sound
and linguistics. It comes from, in a convoluted way, McLuhan's idea of acoustics in visual space.
talks about how pre-linguistic man perceived visual space and acoustic space as one form of
perception. It was only with language and the advent of syntax and spoken word that we started
abstracting the thing itself.
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